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Release Notes for Patch Release #3218

1

Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite Guard 2.0.0-rev19
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bugﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #3059.
44082 Guard 406 ”Not Acceptable” error when attempting to send encrypted mail without
PGP key and choosing Cancel when prompted to create a new one
Canceling the ”create new keypair” let to an error message.
If delete last private key and hit cancel when prompted to new, will now prompt for new account
creation next time lock symbol activated.
44433 Guard not displaying cid images in decoded emails
In same cases it was possible that images from decoded emails can not be viewed/decoded.
Solution: Parse all multiparts of a message for a content-id attachment and for ﬁle attachment by
name.
45074 HTML editor lacks translations to French
Headings were not translated to French.
This has been ﬁxed by correcting the translation keys from Header to Heading.
44007 OX Guard Addresses with umlauts: ban symbol instead of green man/key sign
Guard did not encode domain part of incoming recipient addresses.
This has been ﬁxed by adding ASCII Compatible Encoding for incoming recipient addresses.
43962 Sending mails from IDN-domains not possible
Guard does not ASCII-encode domain part of the sender’s email.
This has been solved by adding proper ASCII Compatible Encoding.
44983 Unable to decrypt larger ﬁles in OXDrive
User were not able to decrypt larger ﬁles.
To solve this issue com.openexchange.guard.connectionTimeout was introduced. Note: Please verify on customer system.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the OX QA lab. Therefore, we advise
guided and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production
environment. Defects which have not been fully veriﬁed, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integration
testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

44082, 44433, 45074, 44007, 43962, 44983,
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